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ABSTRACT 
Numerous st1.1dies have demonstrated the effici:icy of te.ach-
lng children appropriate social skill b,ehavior. The present 
study investigated a coaching procedure to teach emotionally 
disturbed children appropriate social skills within the con-
text: of fourteen arts and crafts se$sidns. Using a multiple-
baseline across groups design~ two groups of four children 
received trainif1g. As a result of training, cooperation be-
havior showed a moderate chan.ge, while ey.e contact increased 
substantially for both groups. The behaviors of on•task and 
communication changed only slightly. In addition. these 
changes generalized to different settings and were· maintained 
over time. However, praising, receiving praise, as well as 
inappropria.te physical and verbal behavior, showed. no signifi-
cant changes. Suggestibns for revising the coaching proce-
dure to pr-<;>duce more significant behavioral changes are dis-
cussed. 
In the last dec~de. increased attention ha:s been given 
·to the measurement arid modifica.tion of sbcial skill defi,cits 
iri a variety of populatiori:s (Bornstein ; B.ellack, & H~rsen, 
~977; H~rsen & Bell~C:k, 1977; Her~en & Eisl~:r, 1976). Al-
thoug.h i11itially s o:clal skills tx-a.ining had been condu ct:e d 
with .psychiatric inp·~tieJ'ltS (Her sen, Eisler, Miller • 
Johnston, &. Pinkston, 1973) and college .stu.dents (Twentyman 
& McFall, 19751,. it has recently been extended to socially 
isola.ted and aggl:'essive children (Cartledge & Milburn, 1980). 
Teaching appropriate social behavior to chil dren deficient 
in these skiiis appears to be an important preventive treat-
ment, as such defici.ts ha.ve been implicated. in many forms of 
psychopathology.. It has been found that socially incompe-
tent children. are more likely to drop out of sc-11oo1 (Ullman , 
1975), become juvenile delinquents (Roff, Sells., & Golden, 
1972), underachieve academically, and exhibit high rates o£ 
physical and verbal aggression (McCandles-s, 196 7). Several 
studies have indicated that adult psychiatric patients d'iag-:-
nosed as schizqphrenic, mentally deficient, and sociopathic, 
couun9ply bad histories of socia.l problems during childhood 
(Rof£ et al, 1972). 
An e . ssential part of developing programs f or socially 
deficien.t: children is the identification o-f the skills· that 
are critical to eff·ective· social functioning. Several 
studies have utilized behavioral ob servatiotts to identi fy 
social behavior-s that differentiate criterion groups * Le •. , 
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nskilled'1 vs. "unskilled" and 11popular" vs. "unpopular'' 
children • (Foster & Ritchey, 1979) . For example. Hartup. 
Glazer, and Charlesworth (1967) demonstrated that the number 
of positive nominations (i.e. , indicating poptJlarity of a 
child} rece·:ived by children was highly related to the fre-
quency with which children displayed positive social be-
haviors, suc;h as initiating play, engaging in appropriate 
communication~ and giving affection and approval. Similarly,. 
peer rejection (.i.e., number of negative nominations received 
by a child) correlated with the frequency of negative (e.g., 
non-compliance~ physical attacks, annoying verbaliza.tions}. 
but not positive social behaviors.. Additionally, Gottman, 
Gonso, and Rasmussen (l975) found differences in the frequen-
cy with which unpopular and popular third artd fourth graders 
dispensed and received positive peer interactions (i.e .• 
giving approval and affection to friends). Behavioral. ob-
servations revealed that well-liked children engaged in a 
higher percentage of positive behaviors than did children 
who were reJected by their peers. In addition, unpopular 
children displayed deficits on a test of referential com-
municat·ion skills and on a role-play test of their knowledge 
of how to make friends. Thus, it appears that engaging in 
appropriate conversation, giving affection and approval, 
sharing t and initiatin-g play are important .for a child's so-
cial acce.ptance. 
Studies training children in social skills have typi-
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cally used one· of three approaches. These approaches in-
clude: (a} operant techniques which consist of reinforcing 
appropriate peer interactions~- (b) modeling which includes 
actual, filmed, or imagined exposure to role models engaging 
in appropriate social interactions; and (c) interventions 
which teach specific social skills using techniques such as 
coaching, rehearsal. role-playing. and reinforcement 
(Michelson & Wood, 1979). 
Contingent reinforcement was one of the first and most 
widely used social skill training strategie:s because of its 
high success rate in modifying other areas of human function-
ing. Trainers commonly used this technique to inc.rease ap-
Pt:'Opriate social interactions among preschool children 
(Allen; Hart:, Buell, Harris, & Wolf, 1964; Buell, Stoddard, 
Harris , & Baer J 1968 ; Hart, Reynolds, Baer, Braw:ley, & 
Harris. 1968). For example, Allen at al. (1964-) successful-
ly inc.reased peer interaction among preschoolers using 
teacher administered social reinforcement for appropriate 
behavior. Similarly, Buell et al. (1968) used verbal rein-
forcement to increase a three-,year-old girl's motor and so-
cial activities. Both behaviors were increased from 2% to 
70%. as a result of training. 
Although short-term success has been demonstrated with 
contingent reinforcement techniques, the majority of these 
studies lack adequate follow;..up. Thus ., it is difficult to 
evaluate the long-term effectiveness of reinforcement tech-
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niques fo-r modifying social behaviors. Further, studies us-
ing this technique have been limited to increasing the fre-
quency rather than the quality of peer interat.ions. There-
fore, while socially deficient children may be spending more 
time with the.ir pe-ers, they are not necessarily engaging in 
behaviors that are likely .to lead to greater peer acceptance. 
That is, if a child. is reinforced solely for increased peer 
interactions, s/he is not be-ing directly trained in new and 
more appropriate social behaviors. 
A. second commonly used t-echnique for fostering social 
interaction among children is modeling (Goodwin & Mahoney, 
1975; Gottman, 1977; Keller & Carlson, 1974; O'Connor, 1969, 
1972). Studies using this technique are largely based ort 
Bandura's (1969) theory of vicarious learning. Modeling 
techniques have involved the presentation of either live, 
filmed, or imagined role-models engaging in appropriate so-
cial behaviors to demonstrate new social skills as well as 
to reduce fear of soc·ial interactions. In 1969, 0 • Connor 
evaluated ·the effec::ts of symbolic modeling on socially with-
drawn children. Six children viewed a film depicting active 
social interactions between children, with a narrator empha-
sizing the positive. behaviors. A control group, composed of 
six other withdrawn children, viewed a film containing no so-
cial interaction. Re.sult.s indica.ted that the experimental 
group displayed significantly higher rates of positive so-
cial interaction than the control group. 
r 
I 
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Goodwin and Mahoney {1975> reported a similar treatment 
for thre_e hyperactive boys who- exhibited high .rates of ag-
gression. The boys were shown a videotape of a young boy 
successfully coping with verbal aggression using covert cop-
ing statements (e.g., "I won't get mad,u etc.). In this 
study, however, the film alone had no ef-fect on the children's 
behavior in a role-play situation in which they had to respond 
to aggres.sive verbali·zations. Rathe-r-, ~hen the children were 
re-exposed to the videotape, then coached, guided, and in-
structe-d by trainers, they showed significant improvement in 
their ability to cope with peer aggression. Thus, modeling 
alone may be effective in facilitating positive approach be-
haviors, but more intensive procedures may be required for 
modifying aggressive behaviors. 
In studies directly comparing the short-term effective-
ness of techniques, modeling appears to be equally effective 
or more effective than reinforcement procedure.s (Evers & 
Schwarz, 1973; O'Connor, 1972). However, the limita tions of 
the research investigating the effectiveness of reinforce-
ment techniques also apply to modeling studies. That is. 
most modeling studies have neglected to assess the long-term 
effects of treatment. Furthermor-e, studies using modeling 
have also failed to :teach children s-pecific social skill be-
haviors such as praising, question-asking, sharing~ arid eye 
contact. Rather, these studies have mainly focused on in-
creasing communication, appropriate social interactionst and 
r 
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general play skills by exposing .children to a whole array of 
social ·behaviors at once. 
A third approach to teaching appropriate social behavi-
or to children includes a combination or operant, modeling, 
and cognitive techniques (Bornstein, Bellack, & Hersen, 1980; 
Caplin. & Kornblith, Note 1 ~- Chittenden, 1942; Ladd, 1981• 
Oden & Asher, 1977). Chittenden (1942) conducted one of the 
first studies using instructions, modeling_, behavior rehears-
al, r()le--playing, and social reinforcement as a combined 
treatment package for socially deficient preschoolers. In 
this study, Chittenden demonstrated that a trained group de-
creased "dominative" and increased "cooperative" behaviors 
while the control group remained unchanged. 
Using similar techniques, Bornstein, Bellack, and 
Hersen (1980) successfully trained four aggressive children: 
to increase their appropriate social behaviors {e.g., eye 
contact, frequency of hostile voice tone, and requests for 
new behavior). Positive effects were obtained for each sub-
ject during treatment on all targethehaviors as measured on 
a role-play tes.t. However, -generalization to the natural en-
vironment and follow-up results indicated that treatment pro-
cedures were d·ifferentially effective across behaviors and 
subjects . For two subjects, the behavior described as "mak-
ing requests for ·behavior change" was the least likely ·to 
generalize. Additionally, while all effects had dissipated 
after four weeks for another participant, the remaining sub-
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ject maintained all social behavior gains for six months af-
ter training. These findings suggest that it is important 
to assess behavior change over time and in settings that dif-
fer f:rom the training situation in order to detennine the 
generality and long-term effectiveness of a treatment pack-· 
age. Further, role-play tes-ts as an outcome measure may not 
be a valid indicator of the degree of behavior change ob-
tained. According to Bellack (1979), role-play tests lack 
validity for the following reasons. First, as the entire 
procedure may be extremely stress'ful for some people, a val-
id recording of behavior may not be obtained. Second, the 
role-play situation allows for only minimal observation of 
.behavior that may not b.e characteristic of the person t s ac-
tual behavior in a natural setting. Finally, some people 
may not be able to imagine. themse-lves in a particular role-
play situation. Conseql,lently, the precise stimulus to which 
t:he subject is reacting is unclear. There·£ ore, any defini-
tive conclusions concerning the validity of role-pla-y tests 
must not: be made until these points are· investigated. 
Other combined intervention packages,_ such as the CLASS 
(Hops. Bieckel, & Walker, Note 2), the PASS (Greenwood, Hops, 
Delquardi, & Walker, Note 3}, and the PEERS (Hops. Walker_, & 
Greenwood, 1979) have been developed to teach withdrawn chil-
dren appropriate social skills in the natural .environment. 
The PEERS (Procedure.s for Establishing Effective Relationship 
Skills) is specifically designed to facilitate entry of with-
L 
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drawn children into their peer groups in classroom settings . 
The components of this program include: (a) a joint task e.x-
e.rcise in which children worked· together at a ta.sk ·which r .e-
quired alternating ve·rbaliza·tions 1 (b) teacher praise .for ap-
propriate s·ocial interactions J (c) individual .or group tok.en 
reinforcement for social interactions• (d) tut:oring ses,sions 
·to teach children how to initiate, respond, and maintain so-
cial interactions J and (e) teacher praise for children's ac-
curate .self-report of their social behavior. In a series of 
single-subject designs, the relativ-e effectiveness of these 
components was evaluated. In·itial findings suggest that the 
·token. and joint task procedures were effective in increasing 
social interaction among children. However. the results al-
so indicat.ed that the training sessions in specific social 
skills were ne·ces-sary in order to improve the quality of 
children's interactions. Thus, although training procedures 
in PEERS appear pronii:sing., more· dat.a is needed in order to 
support the program's long-term effectiveness. 
One of the siinplest combined treatment packages for im-
proving social skills in withdrawnchildren was developed by 
Oden and Asher (1977.). Using a "c,oachingn procedure, thir.d-
and-fourth-grade chiidren were taught soc~a1 behaviors such 
as communication, taking. turns, sharing., and ~elpin~ peers· 
The coaching condition consisted of (a.) instructions from an 
adult in so.cial behaviors considered relevant to friendship 
making; (b) playing games with peer-partners in order to 
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practice social skillsi and (c) a post-play review session 
with the. coach .. A second condition, peer-pairing, involved 
having other withdrawn children play the same games with 
peer-partners without any verbal instruction or review ses-
sio.ns.. The third group, a c.ontrol, consisted of is.olated 
children who were taken out of the cla:ssroom. with their 
peers. hut played solitary games. In all conditions children 
were· paired with six different Feers for six play sessions· 
ove-r four weeks. 
A pre-post s·ociometric rating scale indicated that the 
coached group received significantly higher peer ratings of 
acceptance at the end of training· than the other tw.o groups. 
Further., a follow-up assessment a year later indica:ted that 
the coached group continued progressing on play sociometric 
measures. No statistically significant findings on the work 
ratin-g scale (designed to assess children's interactions in 
academic situations) or on direct observations of the chil-
dren's social behavior were obtained. As the behavioral ob-
se):vation~ did not reveal any significant changes in the 
trained behaviors, it is difficult to determine th~ reason 
for children's increased . socitlt1letric status. 
Using similar techniqiles, Ladd (1981}, coached third-
grade children in .three social skill behaviors: asking ques-
tions of peers, leading {either verbally instructing or di-
recting peers), and offering peer support, defined as giving 
verbal praise and encouragement to peers. In order to re.-
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f i.ne Oden and Asher's technique, Ladd added verbal rehearsal 
to facilitate retention of both the instructed concepts and 
the corresponding behaviors . Two groups, an attention con-
trol which consisted of equal experimenter attention with no 
skill-training, and a no-treatment control, wer:e used as com-
parisons . 
This study replicated the findings of Oden et al. (1977) 
i.n that coaching was found to have lasting effects on chil-
dren's peer acceptance. Significant increases in the levels 
of both the question-asking and. leading behaviors were also 
seen, while support behavior was not substantially enhanced . 
Therefore., it could be concluded that the added component of 
verbal rehe·arsal was important and necessary in order .to 
.show ·behavioral increases. 
Using similar techniques as those used by Oden and 
Asher <1977.) and Ladd (1981);, Agras and Toole (Note -4) 
trained appro-priate social bebavi.or among eight emotionally 
disturbed· males in the context of an arts and crafts activi-
ty. The training sessions, which lasted three weeks, con-
sisted of {a) a brief discussion of various social behaviors 
at the start of each session; (b) em "arts and crafts .. ac-
tivity (building cabins) ; (c) a brief mid-session review in 
which the ch.ildren discussed exatriples of the social behavi-
ors; and (d) a post-play review session. In order to assess 
maintenance and generalization, a two-week follow-up phase, 
siJt weeks .after training) was conducted, and one genera1iza-
t .ion pro·be was taken in another setting wl.th six other chil-
r 
dren. These 
eye contact, 
mu,n icat ion . 
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training procedures· were effective in i~crc a~ir~g 
cooperation, and the chiidren' s apprcprtatc: ~ -~~­
The rate of off-task, praise, and reccivin)' 
. ' . ...., 
praise behaviors were not affected by treatrn~nt. 
In summary., a number of comprehensive treatt:.lc.!.nt 
preaches have demonstrated some initial succes:; in the modi-
fication of children's soc ia,l b. ehav.l.· o·.rs.. The pr ... ·,.._ f · · . sc . og ·~ a . .s, \> r 
the most part, have concentrated on directly instru(;tine t: h il-
dren in the specific skills presumed ne-cessar y for S{)cia l ac• 
ceptance and, consequently, are not subjec t to the sa~c l ·i~i­
tations. First, the outcome measures for these studies have 
often been role-play measures which, as was indicated earLier; 
may not be valid indices of the child's behavior- in the na:ur-
al environment. Second,. when follow-up and generaliza tion 
data have been gat:he.red, the results have bee n in c ons is ~l·~: 
and not altogether encouraging. It may qe that c o=:?rc!'lensi'.·c. 
in,trusive treatment procedures conducted by trainers other 
than the program•s regular staff are les s 1 ike ly .to ?rc=:o : e 
mEdt1tenai'lce or transfer of t~aining gains · Thc::-et o rc • i f sit; -
nificant others in the child's natural env iron=:ent ac=:in i. s-
tered the social skills training, it would not. be a s r.ec c s· 
sary to train them to be supportive of the you~gst:e:-s ::e..-
soc.ial behavior.s (Van Hasselt . 19·79) · 
O
.f the present study was t'o dete~ine t~.e The purpos.e 
a te. ach. ·e.r-implement:ed soc ia:l skills effectiveness of 
trai~-
ll.. zation and ma.intenance of s ocial ing program on the genera · 
.j 
I 
.,.., 
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behavior c·hanges. Using a simple coaching p·rocedure • ten 
emotionally disturbed children from two group homes were 
taught apprQpri.ate social behaviors in the context of a 
regularly schedu·led arts and crafts activity. It was ex-
pected tha.t not only would all children show an incr~usc in 
their appropriate soc.ial skill behavior, but that· their be-
havior would generalize to two settings o ther than. training 
and would maintain over a one-month period. 
Method 
Participants 
~o group homes for emotionally disturbed children were 
chosen for this st-udy for two r-easons. First. the s e hor.1cs 
were the only ones in the area that serviced this population. 
and they h~d expressed an interest in having the children 
trained in appropriate social skill behavior. 
Both homes were lic:ensed for six emo tionally d i stUr bcc 
· children and were ruri by the same agency. The rapeutic Hc:-:-.cs, 
Inc., of Modesto, C.alifornia. The homes were previously 
mat9hed in terms of sex, age., and degree of e.~otional or be• 
havl.oral problems exhibited by these ch i ldren. 
Ea,ch home ha.d six children. ,four males anq two fe::a l e s. 
The four males in both group homes were the follo.:ing a ge s: 
7 9·. 9 g The. two females in each re,sidence · • , , and .· y~ars. 
were ages 8 and 9 . Due to reasons beyond the rese arche:- • s 
control; the coordinator of the group homes requested 
the 9-~year-olc:l girls from each home not be obs.erved. 
that 
On the 
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twelfth session, one 9-year-old male from one group home was 
adapted. and on the fourte·enth session, one 9--year-old male 
from the other group home was placed in a foster home. 
Therefore, the results of this study are based on the means 
for four children in each home, three males an·d one female. 
Experimental Design 
A two-legged. multiple-baseline design across groups 
was used to assess the eff.ectiveness or the social skills 
training package. The groups t,gere randomly assigned to each 
leg of the multiple-baseline. Data were e:valU:(lted across 
groups and were analyzed in ternis of group means, ~s sub-
jects within each group were not independent of ea{h o.ch.er .. 
1bat is• training was coJ}.ducte4 in group sessions; thus, a 
certain portion of the children's heb(lvior changes may pe at-
tribut.ed to the effects of group membership. 
Dependent Measures 
The effects of the social skilts training was assessed 
by recording changes in the participants' behavior through-
out the nine weeks of this study. Data were collected 
.acros.s three situations: (a) "ar~s and craf·ts" (twice a week 
for one hour); (b) .,structured play" (once a week for ohe 
hour); and (c) "free play'' (once a week for one hour). 
An interval recording system (Appendix A) was used to 
record data ;for each child across· the situations. The re-
cording sheet consisted of twenty 10-sec observation in-
tervals, with each interval followed by a 5-sec record 
period. Therefot:'e. the actua.l length of each obse.rvation 
period for each child was 3 l/3 min. 
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For each interval, the observers placed a slash through 
the code for each of the ten designated social behaviors 
that occurred at least once during an interval. resulting in 
oc.curren.ce, non-occurr-ence. data for each target behavior. 
The behaviors recorded were: (a) eye contact; (b) coopera-
tion; (c) praise; (d) receiving praise; (e) support, (f) com-
munication; (g) sharing; (h) inappropriate physical behavior~ 
(i) inappropriate vocalizations .; and (j) on-task behavior. 
The behaviqrs, their definitions, and respective behavior 
co-des are listed in Appendix B. The order in t.lhich the chil-
dr-en were observed was randomly determined prior to each ses-
sion. 
Throughout all phases and in all situations, data W'ere 
collec:.ted in the manner described above. Data were sUirimar-
ized as the percentage of intervals in which each of the. tar-
get behaviors occurred, both individually. (Appendix C) and 
in terms of group means (Appendix D). 
P.rocedure 
"Arts and Crafts" Sessions. All children participated 
in fourteen 1-hour arts and crafts sessions (eight training 
and six probe sessions). In each session, the children were 
.instt:'Ucted to make a specific part of a model cabin (out-
lined in Appendix E). All children were seated at a large 
table, in the dining rooms of the residential homes. The 
i 
I 
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materials needed for each session were placed in ·t.hc :-:: ii!d lt· 
o£ the. tables. The trainer responsible for that d.:ty' ~ ~es­
sion was instructed to .p ·r _ov;d· e m;nl.· ma_:l 
.4. • assista.n<:c to the 
children and. delivered group-directed, rather than indivi .. l!u-
al. verbal praise. Verbal praise was defined as any stat~o·­
ment describing how well the g.roup was <;loing wlth rl'Sj?ect t -> 
arts and crafts. 
Becausethe emphas-is was on social skills train-ing. 
rather than on arts and crafts .• .no instructions were given 
to the children about how to cons true t their cabins. I'r. i<~r 
to each of the fourteen sessions. a List of behavior rul_cs 
were posted in front of the training :rooms (Appendix F>. 
The traine-rs ve:rbally -stated these rules to the groups so 
that each child knew: what was expected of her/hi..":'! durir:g ::!'lc 
sessions. 
"S_tructured and Free Play" Sessions. All ch i ldren ?·u·-
ticipated in nine st:r:uctured play ~essions and ni~c f:-ce 
play s~ssions. During the struct'ured play se$S:i.or.s • '::~c 
·· 1 · table .as i~ t~~ atts 
ch.i..ldren were seated at t:he same a.rge · . · · · 
and crafts sessions and were given an organ izec acfi•:i.~y. 
1 
· ch The trainer respons:i."blc f o r 
such as a game, to p ay Wl. . • 
,.ho·s·e the game that s/h~ !elt T ... ·as a~p': ::: ­
that day's session .... 
priate and that the children would enJoy. bnly one ga~e a·: 
th Childr.en at this ti:::e. acti,.vity ''Was available to · e 
. consisted of having t~e c~i!"• 
The free play sit'IJat:t.ons 
an
·d with what they wanted t o pla:'· 
dren pick with whom 
. . 
I 
t 
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These session.s took place in the playroom areas of the group 
homes. In order to avoid problems, the children were asked 
to choose, something that the.y wanted. to play with for the en.-
tire session. Both the structured and the free play ses-
sions began with the tra,iner verbally stating the class 
rules for the session; and, throughout these sessions. the 
trainers adminis.tered only verbal praise. Unlike the arts 
and crafts sessions, the content of these two situations did 
not change from baseline to the end of the program. 
Observer Training .and Reliabilit~. Prior to the imple-
mentation of the program,. t:wo senior counselors, one from 
each group home, were re.cruited as the primary observers. 
Both were. employed full-time at the homes, wanted experience 
in taking objective data; and had no formal training in psy-
chology. The reliability observer was e~pl,oyedby the same 
agency as a parent trainer and had an M.A. degree in applied 
behavior analysis. 
An initial meeting -was arranged for the three observers 
and the resear.cher. During this meeting, the observers- were 
informed in general terms about the program's purpose and 
the observiltional methpd. The behavioral <)efinitions w:ere 
given to eacb o·bserve:r;, and the researcher ve·J:bally re-
viewed all of the definitions. The observers also familiar-
ized themselves with the data sheets, tape recorders, ear-
plugs, and the .ob-servational tape. 
With the researcher present, the observers practice·d, 
I 
I. 
r 
I 
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indiv:Ldually, observing the children, using the behavior 
codes, for two sess~ons. Both sessions re:sembled the se~t­
ting conditions duririg the social ski.lls training, and each 
session lasted 1 hr. Th.e reliability observer and the tnain 
obser\rers then practiced together until an inter...,observer 
agreement of 90% per 5 min .se.ssion was reached. 1 Observer 
reliab:f.lity was determined by dividing the. number of agree-
ments (occuiri:mce and non-occurrence of behavior) by the 
totci:l t1Umber of intervals in. each observation session (200) . 
In an effort to- reduce. observer bias, the' observers 
were not present during the .firs·t 15 min and during a 10-min 
break halfway through 1:he training sessiOns. In the train-
ing· ·portion of th:is study. social skill instructions were 
pres-ented during these two t .imes. Since they were not pre· 
sent, the observers did not know whi.ch sessions i'ncluded 
training and what behaviors were discussed d\lring the train-
ing sessions. Tn ord·er to further insure reliable data, co-
~ert reliability checks, which were unannounced., were taken 
dur:ing each phase in both group homes, or a total of six, 
times per group home. 
Teacher Training. Eight trainers, four from each group 
home, participated in the social skills training. Due. to 
the nature of the job at the board and care homes, two staff 
1Due to pregnancy ., one of the prima-ry observers too~ a 
l -eave of absence from the group home . Prior to her leav1ng. 
the replacement staff member was trained to criterion in the 
manner described above. 
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members, one male and one female, livedfull-time in the 
homes every other week £or on.e week at a time. At the end 
of this period; they rotated with two other staff membe:rs 
{one male and one female). Therefore, in both group homes, 
the trainers alternated each week. To reduce any trainer 
bias, the two trainers within each home alternated running 
the sqcip.l skill sessions. For example, if Trainer One (a 
male) was responsible for Monday and Wednesday for Week One, 
this would leave Trainer Two {a female) responsible for 
the Tue-sday and Thursday sessions for that week. 
During an initial 1-hr meeting, all trainers were given 
an outline of the arts and crafts activities for the social 
skill sessions (Appendix EJ. a schedul-e of the sessions 
(Appendix G), and a detailed outline of how to run the 
training sessions (Appendix H)~ The researcher then dis-
cussed the purpose of the study and rol.e-played the baseline 
social skill, structured and free play situations. Correc-
tive verbal feedback during the role-playing was given to 
all trainers. 
In addition to the initial meeting~ approximately 
15 min before each arts and crafts sesscion, the researcher 
met, individually, with each trainer and role-played the 
training session -material for that day. For the generali-
zation sessions, each trainer was given a general idea of 
how t:o run the sessions, suggestions for activities» and 
comments f:tom the researcher. However, because of the 
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simplicity of these sessions, no further instructions or 
role-playing w.ere needed by the traine:r;·s. 
Baseline. Ba.seline measures ().£ the ten social skill 
behaviors we-re recorded acro~ss three different situations 
w.ith all five childr.en together as a group. Training was 
started for .the first group after four arts and crafts ses-
sl.ons t at which time a stable bas.eline (the means for the 
five participants) was obtained. Training for the second 
group began after the .completion of :eigh.t art.s and crafts 
ses.sions. 
During -ehe baseline phase, all the children also par-
ticipated in one free $·tructured and one free play session 
per week. These se·ssions were run as p:reviously described ~ 
Social Skills .Trainj_ng. After the specified number of 
baseline sessiops were completed by· each group, the first. of 
six training sessions began. These sessions lasted a.pproxi-
mately one hour, occurred twice a week for three weeks t and 
were cqnducted in the same setting a:s the ba$eli[le. 
Each session began with the -t:rainer verb~lly sta.ting 
the •'class rules .. and answ·erin.g the chi,.ldren 's questions. 
The trainer tben verbally presented both t::he advantag·e,s and 
disadvant(iges o.f engaging or not engagit)g in the ,social be-
havior for that session (refer to Appendices 1-R). In 
Sessions 2, 3, 4, and 5, in addition to presenting the new 
behaviors, a. brief review o£ the previous s·ession was also 
presented. Session 6 was spent revie~ing all behaviors pre-
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sented during training (Appendix R). 
Following the initial discussion per-iod; which lasted 
about 10 min, the children began working on their "cabins., 
for approximately 20 min. The trainer then irtte:rrupted 
their work, asked- the children to pay attention. and then 
as.ked individual children ·to give positive and negative 
exampl-es of each target behavior presented. If a child was 
UI1ab1e to give an appropriate answer. the trainer then asked 
another child to generate an example. Afterward the child 
who was unable to answer WtiS asked again. The the child was 
still unable to answer. or was giving .inappropriate re-
sponses, the trainer provided an answer to the group. The 
trainers verbally re.inforced a.ll correct answers. This por-
tion of the program lasted approximately 10 min. After all 
the children were given a chance to respond at least once., 
the activity was resumed for approximately 15-20 min. 
At the end of the 1-hr session, the trainer presented 
a summary of the- major points· discussed for that day. This 
was provided for the trainers on the trainer's script (note 
the conclusion section on Appendices I-R). All questions 
were answered, and the children were t;Old to put their ac-
tivities away. 
Follow-up Sessions. After the final training session 
for each group was completed, the children continued in the 
"arts and crafts" sessions for an additional two weeks 
{twice a week, for approximately 1 hr) . The sessions 
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were conducted in th~ same way as the baseline sessions . 
Additional maintenance data were c·ollected for one week, two 
weeks after the follow-up phase had been. completed. In addi-
tion, to assess generalization across settings., data were 
colle.c.ted on children's social behavior in a free pla,y situa-
tion throughout the. study . These situations were alternated 
with the structured ·play and social skill sessions. There-
fore, if Session 1 was a free play session, Session 2 was a 
social ski.ll sessio.n, and the third session was structured 
·play . 
Results 
Four of the target behaviors .... -praise, receiving praise, 
inappropriate physical behavior, and vocalization--did not 
change across the phases of the study. '!'hese behaviors will 
not be described within the results section, but data are 
graphed for visual inspection {.refer to Figures 5-8). 
Two reliability probes were randomly conducted per 
phase in each group home, making a total of eight reliabil i-
ty scores across the eight behaviors recorded. 
The following results describe the trends of the indi-
vidual b~ha.viors. However, Table 1 gives the means and s-tan-
dard deviat!o:ris fqr each o£ the social skills se$sions for 
both groups . These stand~rci deviations represent the amount 
of vCl:riance within each session. Ip gene~al, Qe¢ause the 
standard deviations are low, the means can ·be cpnsideted 
fairly repres~ntative of each indiv idual child's behavior· 
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GROUP ONE 
Behavior 1 
On-task SD• 4·1 
Ma 67 • .5 
Cooperation SD= 9.0 
M• 6.2 
Communi~atiO.n SD.- 9.1 
M• 43.5 
Eye Contact SD=' 3.6 
M== 13.8 
GRO'UP "TWO 
Behavior 1 
On-task SD• 8.1 
.. ;~ ... c. ;,_;, , ___ . "·~---· ,~ 
TABLE 1 
STANDARO DEVIATIONS AND CROUP MEANS FOR SOCIAL SKIL~ .SESSIONS 
Baseline Treatment 
~·· 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
6.1 3.0 8.1 2 •. 1 2.9 1.9 .~ o.o ..• 9 
75.0 95.0 9$.0 97.5 67•5 92.5 95.o 1oo.o 9s;o 
. . . .· . 
6.Q 5..2 4.1 5.0 1..9 8. 7 g·.o 2· •. o •. a 
12.5 12.5 1;5.0 27.(J 35 •. 0 lQ.O 18.5 25.0 25.0 
8.1 7.9 3.0 6.4 1.9 2.0 5, 3 2.1 2.8 
58.5 40.0 ao.o 65 •. o 53~() 65. 0 63.5 60.0 60.0 
8.1 7.9 6.1 5 .• 9. 8.0 6.0 1..9 3.0 4•9 
28.8 22.5 16.3 37.5 32.5 ~2~5 37.5 45.0 47.5 
Baselipe Treatment 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lo 11 12 13 14 
6.1. 2.1 ·1.9 .9 LO .:9" .8 • .5 .o .o .o .o ~o 
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. .. 
M= 5.0 J,Q .4. 7 7.5 15.0 7.8 7.8 5.0 s.o 20.0 l2. 5 15.0 30•0 30.0 
(!ommunic,ation sn- 8.0 9.1 8.0 6.9 2.0 6.4 L9 LO . 9 .8 1.5 .9 .6 1.8 
M• 1.0.0 18.5 22.5 21.0 32.0 31.0 5~.0 42 .5 53 · 0 54.5 58.0 6o.o 15.0 62.;5 
Eye Contact SD .. z· ..7 i.9 2.0 L. 9 2.0 5.0 4.9 l.O •:9 •. 9 .. a .5 2.0 L9 
7.5 17.0 15.0 10. 0 20.0 25.0 ,..;., 1'.,) 
-M"" 10;0 1.5 2.5. 1~~o ~o~o i7~o ts&o 4.5 
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TABLE ,l 
GROUP ONE 
STANDARD DEVIATI ONS .ANI> CROt.JP MEANS FOR SOCIAL SKII.L. SESS.IONS 
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Behavior 11 
on-task Si>ia 
.a 
M• ~5.0 
Cooper ation SD• · 
.9 
Mio! 38.5 
Communication SD .. 1.1 
Eye Contact 
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Bcllavior 
On-ta~k 
M= 85.0 
sn• . ~. o 
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l 5 
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M= 6') .0 
Com!llUI\ 1 ca~ i ~ I ll sD• • 3 
~1- 7S. O 
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Communication Behavior 
Social Skill Sessions. Group Oli.e showed little change 
in communica.tion .behavior from baseline to treatment, al-
though by the end of ·training this ~ro11p was engaging in ap,.. 
p.ropriate commutlica:tion b-ehavior· about 63%, COIIlpared to 43% 
at: baseline. Group TWo showed a moderate increase in com-
munication from a baseline mean of 30% to approximately 60% 
by the end of tr(iirdhg:. Howeiier • as cotmllUilication behavior 
was ascending dur·i.i:ig the base.lirie phase, otje c_annot a;ttrib-
u:te the cheinge to treat:ment effect~. During the follow-up 
pbase$, the d.::ttCi sho:Wed a decr.easing trend. . Ove:~;all, this 
behavior changed. very little across the two groups (refer to 
Figure 1). 
Play Sess.i.ons. For both groups the mean percent of com-
munication behavior during play sessions showed little 
change across the phases of this study. Again • during the 
foliow-up phase, Group 'IWo•s behavior showed a decreasing 
trend. 
Cooperation 
DUe to an ove:rlap in definitions, the codes of sharitigt 
supp_ort, and cooperation were collapsed. in_ to one- · categpry. 
labeled cooperation. 
S_ocial Skill Sessions. Group One's mean percentage of 
cooperation increased mod.erately from a baseline m f 
. . . . . . ean o 
11.5.% to a mean of 24% at treatment. Dul:'ing Follow--up 1, 
this behavior further increased to 33% and stab·il. ·d d . 
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Follow-up 2. In general. Grot1p "Two's behavior showed simi-
lar trends. However, Group Two's level of cooperation 
showed a decreasing trend du):'ing Follow.:.up 1 and increased 
to about 35% during Follow-up 2 (refer to Figure 2). 
Play Sessions. The results fr{)m the generali~atio.n ses-
sions essentially mirror·ed those from the social skill ses.;. 
sion.s. For Group One, the mean percentage of cooperation in-
creased moderately frotn treatment to Follow-up. Moderate in-
creases were observed during Treatment, followed by a de-
creasing trend during Follow-up 1 and an increasing trend 
during Follow-up 2. 
On-task Behavior 
Social Skill Sessions. Group One's mean percent of on.o. 
task behavior showed slight increases from a baseline mean 
of 83% to 91% a.t Treatment, while Group Two essentially re-
mained the sa:me, with a mean of a:pprmtimately .85%. Both 
groups showed a more stable rate of on-task behavior with 
the implementation of treatment. 
Play Ses.s.ions. lA.u:ing the free and structured play 
generalization sessions. the results esSet'ltially were the 
same as the .Social Skill Sessions·. Again. bo.th groups' 
on-task behavior stabilized. to around 95% at the end of 
training (refer to Figure 3). 
Eye Contact 
Social Skill Sessions. The mean percent of eye contact 
for both groups increased substantially from bas.eline to 
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treatment. Group One's mean percent at baseline was 20% and 
increased to 42% during treatment, while Group Two's base-
line mean was 11% and increased to approximately 217. during 
treatment. Group One's behavior continued to increase to 
52% during both follow-ups. while Group Two • s behavior stabil-
ized around 25% dut'ing these, pha.ses (refer to Figure 4). 
Play Sessions. For the structured and fre.e play ses-
sions, the mean percent qf eye contact across phases in-
creased substantially to a mean of 40% at the end of treat-
ment for Group One. Group Two showed a similar pattern. but 
the increases in percent of eye contact-were more moderate. 
Additionally. for both groups, the mean rate of eye contact 
became more .stable during the treatment and follow-up phases. 
Discussion 
The ·present study investigated the effectiveness of a 
••coaching" procedure to t-each appropriate social skill be-
havior to emotionally disturbed children. The findings sug-
gest that, at least: for some behaviors t training was effec-
tive. That is, cooperation behavior showed moderate changes. 
while eye contact increased substantially for both groups. 
Additionally, while on-task behavior did not substantially 
increase, by the end of training this behavior had stabil-· 
ized to arourtd 95% for both groups. Throughout the study. 
comml.ll1ication behavior ch.anged slightly~ 
While the children dj,d show increases in several social 
behaviors, it is difficult to evaluate the social .s.ignifi-.. 
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cartce of thes-e changes witJtout knowing the optimal 1~-vel for 
each of _the target behaviors. An optimal rate Of behavior 
is likely to vary with .task demands' the nature of the be--
havio-r, as tNell as the setting in which the behavior occurs 
in. Thus, a higbe.r rate of behavior is not always desirabl e. 
For example, Warren and Rogers-Warren {1976), demonstrated. 
tha_t a 75% l;'ate of of:fers to share by children was too high 
in that many of t:h.e offers we.re not accepted by the other 
youngsters. Similarly, in the arts and crafts sessions in 
this study, a 30% rat,e of cooperation, while numerically 
low, may actually be an optimal behavior rate for this type 
of task. Consequently, in order to better determin-e the ac.-
tual efficacy of the present training procedure, an evalua-
tion of the levels of behavior th.at are needed to produce 
positive responses from peers would be helpful. 
The results from the generalization .sessions conducted 
in both the free and structured play settings es.sentially 
mirrored those of the arts and crafts training sessions. 
In . . general. it. was also found tha,t. the children maintained 
changes in these behaviors for one month. Thus, the general--
i ·zation data. support the efficacy of the coaching procedure. 
That· is, for behaviors that do change; a minimally intensive 
procedure like coaching may be likely to fac i litate general-
iza.tion. 
·The findings of the presen.t. study, in some respect, 
repli.cate those of Ladd (1981). In both studies, coaching 
was used in conjunction with verbal rehears-al in order to 
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facilitate retention of both the presented concepts and th_e 
corresponding behaviors. In :tadd'' s study, significant in-
creases V~ere- seen in levels. of question-asking and leading 
behaviors; whereas, in the present study. the more global 
category (which ill eluded the above behaviors) of coopera.tion 
was among the behaviors that chang-ed. Additionally) Ladd 
r eported no significant behavioral changes in support behav-
ior, defined as giving verbal praise and encouragement to a 
peer. Likewise. in this study, no changes were found in 
either giving or rece.iving praise. 
The results of" this study are also similar to those of 
Agras and Toole (Note 4). In both studies, eye. contact 
.showed significant behavio,ral increases and cooperation be-
havior changed moderately; whereas·, inappropriate physical 
behavior, praise, and receiving praise did n:ot change. How-
ever, for all these behaviors; the percentage emitted across 
phas-es was· li1UCh lower in the present study. In addition, 
the resUlts from this study were more variable: than those of 
Agras and Toole. ()ne .rea$on for these differing results may 
have been that the first study w.as conducted in a. classroom 
setting, and the present study was conducted in a home set-
ting. Therefore. the children in the classroom may ha'y-e ex~­
hibited a· higher rate of behavior because of the increased 
expe·ctations at s-chool versus home. 
1n corisideramg the findings from these three studies, 
it may be that the coaching procedure is effective for more 
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general interactive behaviors, s1.1ch as. talking and paying 
attention, ·and less sO for behaviors that reflect .a specific 
.skill, such as givil'lg or receiving praise. That l.s, most 
children have the beh;avior of talking to their repertoire., 
and therefore a simple ins·tru·ction may be sufficient to 
elicit this behayior. However, praising peers may be an un-
familiar skill for many children and may require a mo.re in-
·tens±ve trait1iilg procedure (e .. g. ~ n)Odeling). In addition, 
two other behaviors in the present study, inappropriate ver-
balizations and ipappropriate physical behavior, were not af-
fected by the coaching procedures-. 
These two categories of negative behaviors were occur-
ring at such a iow rate throughout the study that there may 
have been. little room for further r~duction. Similarly, on-
task behavior was oc·curring at such a high rate during base-
line that there was very little room for further increases .. 
This study was also designed: to det.ermine the ease and 
e££icacy of having "in-house" staff administer training. 
With less than two hours of training, all staff were abl~ to 
impletllent the coaching procedures with relatively rto prob-
lems. 'Further t their subjec.tive reports indicateci that the 
procedures were easy to .use. Additional informal ve~bal r:e-
p.ort.s indicated that the staff were pleased with the changes 
in the children's social behaviors. 
In order to improve training. the following changes 
should be considered. First, in order to enhance the ef fec-
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ti.,veness of training, it may be. z:tecessary to either 1engthen 
the indi vidua.l training sessions or increase the t o tal num-
ber of sess·ions . In some case.s, further improvements in the 
target behaviors occu.rre4 d11ring the follow-up sess.ions I 
suggesting that tbe children may profit. from extended train-
ing. Thus, it may 'be that once the chiidr.en are instru.cted 
in t.he importance and value of pro~social interactive be-
haviors t they n~ed extended time ·periods to practice and ·be-
come comfortable w.i1;:h their newly developing skills. A 
final. con·sider.ation would be to concentrate on only one so-
cial skill behayior, rather than on several within Qne ses-
Sion. In the pres.·ent study, two new social behaviors W:ere 
intrQduced in each arts .and crafts session, in add~tion to 
briefly reviewin& the behaviors of the previous session. 
Th.is may have b:een confusing to the children. 
To conclude, the present study demonstrate.s that coach• 
ing may be an effective·. easy-t()-implement procedure for en-
hancing certain social sldl.l behaviors in emotionall y dis-
turbed children and for the facilitation of the generaliza-
tion c:tf some. of these skills to new settings as well as 
over time. lJoweveri> many behaviors showed only minimal 
changes, suggesting the need for some revisions in the coach-
ing procedure. Further, it would be worthwhile to obtain 
some normative data regarding the optimal level·s of differ-
ent social behaviors in order to better evaluate treatment 
effectiveness andto establish reasonable treatment goals. 
1 
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All behaviors that are to be recorded a+:e listed by their cOdes that are proVided on the definition sheet. 
All behaviors mll be recorded sinultaneoo.sly for a lQ .. second period, followed by a 5-seccnd record period. 
Each chiid will be observed for a total of 5 minutes. Place a slash (/) over the letter in the box if the 
behavior occurs. 
Olild: ___ ......... __ DATE:. ____ _ Session II:. ...__ __ _ Observer: 
---------------------Reliability: _____ _ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 1,2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
su su . su su su su su su su su Sl1 su su su SLt su SU. su su, su 
s s s s :S 9 s s s s s s s s s s a a s s 
c c c .c c c c c c c c c c c c c .c c c c 
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App~ndix B. Behavior Definitions 
The fol16l\'ing definitions are the beha5Jiors th~·t will be ob..-
served for each child. Ea.ch behai.ribr is listed, defined, 
and has a respective pe}lavior code in parentheses tha:t -will 
appear on the dat.:t sl:teets·. All b~ha:viors will be record.ed 
simultaneously. Each interval wil"l cqnsist of a: 10-sec 
observe period, with .a 5-sec record period. 
1. Sharing (s) 
I 
r 
3. 
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verbally request assistance; but t:he target child offers 
assistance, this will also be coded as SUPPORT. 
Eye Contact (ec) 
'Whenever the target child's face and ·eyes ~re directed 
toward another child's face at any time during an inter ... 
val. Eye contact should only be scored when two chil-
dren are talking to each other, listening to each other, 
and/or actively engaged in an interaction. Also score 
eye contact whenever the target child is talking, listen-
ing, or interacting with another person in the r().om 
(i.e., the teacher). Just looking at someone dut:ing an 
interval should not be score.d as eye contact . 
4. Cooperation (c) 
'Whenever the .target child is waiting patien.tly fo.r 
her/his turn. This category should also be scored when-
ever the target child and another child are working on 
and/or are using the same materials simultan-eously. Do 
not score this eategorywhen the target child .takes 
her/his turn out of place. 
5. on-task Behavior (ot;) 
Whenev~r the target child is a~t~nding to the assigned 
activity at any timEl during an interval. Att:E!n~ing is 
defined as concentratipg on the activity. working on the 
activity. and/or- playing appropr iately with the task ma-
terials. 
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6. Inappropriate Vocalizations {iv) 
Whenever the ·target child makes excessiv~, dis.ruptive. 
and/or inappropriate vocalizations at any time during 
the intervaL The following are considered .;is inappro ... 
pria:te instanCe$: (a) whenever th.e target Child whfnes 
or cries at any time during an in·terval; (b) when~ever 
the target child is talking so lo1,tdly durl,:ng an inter-
val that others are hindered from talking to or listen-
ing to another person.; (c) whenever the target c.hild is 
talking .so softly that s/he cG~.tihot be heard by others 
who s/he is talking to; and (d) whenever the target 
child yells or screams at another child or adult during 
an interval,. Th.is category should also be sc.ored when-
ever a child tea~es another child or. adult. 
7. Inappropriate Physical Behavior (.ip) 
Whenever the t.arge.t child do.es or attenip~ts to do any of 
the following ·behaviors during an interval: (a) slams 
or thr.ows an object in the· room, on the table, at the 
wall, or on. the floor; {b) physically attacks another 
person (adult or child) in the toom by hitting, pinch-
ing, or biting that person, and/orf in an attempt to do 
the above behavi.ors, is stopped by another child or 
adult; or (c) pl:lysica11y takes an obJect out of the 
hand of anothe.r child o.r adult without permission, or 
takes an object from the table that another person 
is/was using. 
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8. PI"aising (p) 
This category includes a~y verbalization to another 
peer(s) from· the target child which would indicate ver-
bal approval of: (a) the peer(s) to whom s/he is talk-
ing; (b) the work of the peer (s) r (c) any asp~ct of the 
pee.r or her /his work. Exampl.e.s of ·PRAISE include any 
verbalizations, such as the following.-: "I li.ke your 
house, 11 "I like you ... "I ],.ike your shirt,". and ni like 
that chimney that you a)::e making . ., 
9. Receiving Praise (rp) 
Any of the above behaviors that are li.s.ted in the praise 
·category that are performed in response to a child's be-
havior.. This category includes any verbalizations, such 
a-s th~ following examples: "I 1 ike your house,. too,." "I 
like you, a.lso," ''Thank you fo.r saying that," and "Hey, 
that made me feel good." Please no.te that the targ~t 
.child need no.t return the praise but tnay just thank an-
other child for the comment. 
10. Conzmunication (co) 
Whenever the target child initiates . ~· conver.sation, 
talks to another ch.ild when being addressed or spontane ... 
ously starts talking to anqt:her child w.ithout being in-
stJ:l,lcted to dq so by a tec:l.Cher (.e.g., "John, . talk t .o 
Mary"). nte content of the conversation mtis.t be situa-
tion appropriate; for example, the .conversation must not 
contain any derogatory comments, sucb as any of the fol-
I 
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lowill:g'! . "t hate you•'' ••r h<l.te youx: n~lUSe>, 1 ' 1'You stink,'' 
and ••you .. are ugly. " 
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Appendix c ~ Individual Summary Spee~t 
Child: G #. roup : ____________ _ 
Situati<m .:'...-----------'------------~-------
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1! 14 
# Pec;,ple: 
s aring: 
Support:. 
Eye 
Contact: 
·Cooper..; 
ation: 
On-task: 
Inappro • :. 
Vocaliz. 
In,appro . 
Physical . 
Praise: 
Receivin~ 
Praise: 
C otmnun J.-
cation : 
For each group, record the nutt1her ()f pe.ople .in attendanc e . 
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Appendix D. Group Summary .Sheet 
Group #: Situation: .. ----------------
Sessions: 1 
# People:. 
Sharing: 
Support: 
Eye 
contact.: .. 
Coo_per-
_atiori.: 
on ... task: 
Inappro. 
Vocali.z.: 
Irtapprp. 
Physical: 
Praise: 
R,ece.J.gJ.ng 
Prais-e: 
Commun.J.-
cation: 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
For each group. recor'd the number of people in attendance and the 
group mean for the corresp:onding behavior for each session. 
r 
i 
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Appendix E. Outline of Social Skill Training Sessions 
Gr.oup 1 
Week Session Social Skills ,Activit:Y 
base of 
1 September 14 1 none cabin 
1 September 16 2 none " 
~fence . case 
2 September 21 3. none of cabin 
2 September 23 4 none finish up 
3 September 28 5 eye cont~ct, on task start roof 
3 September 30 6 cooperation. review 5 build cabin 
4 October 5 7 
sharing_, 
review 6 
supportj 
build cabin 
4 Oe:tober 7 8 communication, review 7 finish up 
prai,s ing, r·ece lVl.ng c:omp1le 
5 October 12 9 praise, review 8 cabin 
5 October 14 10 review all sessions paint cabin 
decorate 
6 October 19 11 none base 
6 October 21 12 none II 
7 October 26 13 none build extras 
1 October 28 14 none finish up~ 
Group 2 
.Week Session Social Skills Activity 
same as 
1 Septem~er 15 l none Group 1 
1 September 17 2 none " 
2 September 2.2 3 " none 
2 Sep-tetriber 24 4 ncirte 11 
3 September 29 ·s none " 
3 Oct.ober 1 6 " none 
.......... < ) 
AppendiX E continued. 
Week Session. Social Skills Activity 
-
4 October 6 7 none same as Group 1 
4 October 8 8 It 
5 Oc~ober 13 9 eye copta·ct, on-task " 
5 October 15 10 coqp_erat ion2 .. rev~ew 9 ". 
6 October 20 11 sharingt support. review 10 tt 
6 October 2'2 12 communication , review 11 " 
·· praisft.lg, receiving praise, 
It' 7 October 27 13 review 12 
7 October 29 14 review .all s.essions .. 
.f./ 
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Appendix F. Class Rules 
The following class tuJes were posted in the front of the 
classroom prior to each session. Before that day's activ ity 
began, the teacher/trainer went o:Ver the rules to make sure 
that each rule wa.s complet~ly und,~rstqod. The consequence 
for tule breaking consisted of one warTling wh'i¢h was fol-
lowed by the withdrawal of the ch:i.ld from th,e activity for 
the remainde·r :of the session :Lf the child l:>roke tl:le f)ame 
rille again ~· The children who were w.ithdrawn from the group 
were placed in a chair whi.c.h was t:urn .. e.d away from the. activi-
ty. 
List of class rules: 
ln order to participate in today' s ac·tivity. you must foll()w 
these rules: 
(1) You must get permission to get ou:t of the classro.oro. for 
any reason .. 
(2) There will be no scre.aming or. yelling at anyone or any-
thing in the room for any reason.. 
(3} There will be no swearing. 
(4) There will be no hitting, pushing, or physical aggres-
sion toward another person or object .in the room. 
(5) The,re will be no breaking of any object in the room. 
(6) There will be no ·throwing of any object in the room. 
lf any: one brea.ks any o£ these rules, s/he will get one warn-
·ing. For anyone who breaks the rule again, s/he will be put 
in ch.e time-out chai.r for the rest ot the session. 
~-· -~ 
: · 
, 
f 
I 
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Appendix G. Schedules for. <;roup Homes 
Ses·siori # Trainer 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 • 
. 10. 
11 . 
12. 
13 :. 
14. 
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Appendix H. Running the Training Sessions 
The following is a list of things to do during the training 
sessions. Please follow this list during all sessions and 
go in order. 
L Tell the children that before they start building their 
®del cabins you would .like. their attention for a few 
minutes. 
2. Verbally stat:(! each rule on the list of Class Rules. 
3. Emphasize that they should build their cabins the way 
they want to., 
4. Answer any quest:ions 1:hat a child has . 
5. Tell the children that tociay yo'\1 w()uld like. them co work 
on a specific part of the cabin (refer to Appendix E). 
6• Start the activity. 
1. For baseline sessions, skip down to #11. 
8.. About 20 t:riin into .the ses.sion. refer t .o that day's train-
ing script and present the advantages and disadvantages 
(posj,.tive and nega;ive). Then go through the positive 
and negative ~aznples. Verbally correct any inappropri-
ate r.esponse.s. 
9. After all the children have responded, allow them to fin-
ish working on the.ir projects for the reaminder of. the 
session. 
10. At the end of the session, refer to the conclusion g_£-
~ on the training scripts. Read this to the chil-
dren. Answer any ques~ions .• 
:.;_ --·-· ... ·-· .. -, . . 
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Appendix I.. Trainer t s Script 
Behavior: Eye Contact 
Positive: When you are talking to someone, it is nice t:o 
look into that person's eyes or directly at that 
p.erson so that you .can show her/hitn that .: 
l • You are her/his friend. 
2. You are talking to he-r /him. 
3. ·You like to .talk to her/him. 
4. You meP.n what you are saying. 
5. Yol,l are being sincere. 
6.. You want her/him to listen to you. 
Negative: If yol.l don't look at a person or her/his eyes 
when you are talking to her/him, you may make 
her/him think that you are: 
l. Not talking to her /him. 
2. Not her/his friend. or that you really do not like 
her/him'" 
3. Not telling the truth, or that you don't rea~ ly mean 
what you are saying. 
4. Not interested in her/him. 
5. .Not paying attention to her/him, or that you don't want 
her /him to pay attention to you. 
Positive example: Show me a.n example of how you would look 
at somepne when you are talking to her/him. 
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Appendix I continued. 
Negativ-e example: Show me what itu look:s like when you talk 
to sorneon.e wit'tlout looking .at them. 
Conclusion: 
When you are ta1kirlg with~· friend, or someo:neY91.1 l.ike. it 
is a goOd idea ~0 l(YoJ< into he]:'/hi,s eyes SO that you ca,n 
show h-er /him that yoli are talking to her/him- you are 
het'fhis friend, you like ·het}h;im, arid that you mean what you 
ate saying to her/him. If you donlt loo:k directly at a per-
s~n 1 s face or eyes when you. are talking t:o her/him., you ·may 
be .showing her/bim that you are not interes-te.d in her/him. 
you are not ·her/his frie.nd, you do not mean. what you are 
saying, or that you are .not: paying attention ~to he:r1him. 
6.0 
AppendiX J. Trainer • s Script 
Behavior: On- task 
P.Ositive: It is good to do things that you are supposed to 
be doing7 wqen you are suppused to be doing them; 
because: 
1 ~ You get. things done. 
2. You get things done on time. 
3. You don't get behind,. SQ you don·'t have tp catc.h up. 
4. You learn more, becal,lSe you a.re doihg someth.in~. 
5 . You have more fun .. 
6. You are able to r~main in the .group and do t:hings that 
your friends are doing. 
7. You are not left: .out of anything . 
. Negative: It is not a good idea to be doing · something else 
other than the assigrted activi~y (Or ¥Ol"k) .be-
cause.:· 
.1. "You mis.s o.ut on parts o.f the a:ctivity. 
2. You. have to cat:c:h ·up liecau$e you are behinci. 
:j. Yo1.1 miss out on the fun th~~ you.r f~iE!nds are· having . 
4. . You are left out of things, br the other kids may leave 
you out b·ecause you are behind. 
5. You don't learn as much. 
6. You may 'have to leave the grovp because ev:eryone else is 
ahead of yqu. 
: · · 
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Appendix J continued. 
Positive example: Give me art example of l;)eing op-ta.sl< dur-
ing an activity. 
Negative example: Give me an example of not being on-tas~ 
during an activity. 
Conclusion: 
It is better to w()rk hard at th:i.ngs when you are asked to 
because yol.l can Team a l.ot, !lave· fun, get things dqne an 
time, and you won't: be left out of anything. It is not a 
good ldea to get behind on your work because then yot1 may 
miss out on a part: of an activity, you have to catch up on 
your work, and you may not learn. as much. You also tnight 
miss out on some fun that your friends are having. 
.....,.;......;,._ : .. .;.. •• :.! .. _,.. 
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Appendix K. Trainer ' s Script 
Behavio..r•: Cooperation 
Positive: lt is a good idea to co()perate wi.th other p~ople 
with whom you are in contact dur ing an a<: .tivity, 
because: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
You 
You 
You 
can 
can 
~an 
avoid arguments or 
get things done on 
he1ve fun and make 
making other people. mad. 
time. 
friends. 
4. Yoti c~n ayoid be.ing "told offt' hy oth·ers who want you to 
cQe>perate. 
5. You may be liked by your friends if you cooperate wi th 
them when they ask you to do something. 
6 •. You are being nice· to your friends and are having fun as 
weft . 
7 . You are working together with your friEmds. 
Negative: It is not good to be uncooperative because you 
may: 
1 . Make people m~d at you. 
2... Not have as n:ru~h f't.~n as you would have if you had ·been 
c.o()perating. 
J. Be "told off" by .someone who wants you to cooperate. 
4,. Make your friends think that y:ou are being selfish. 
5. Make your friends think that you really don't like th~m. 
l 
,· 
Appendix It continued. 
Positive eXarm>le: .Giye me an example .of coqperation .. 
Negative exawle: Give me an exaurple· of not c.o.op~rating 
with your friet1ds. 
Conclusion.: 
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It is a good idea to cooperate with your friends because you 
are showing .them that you are willing to s}lare and. do things 
when you are willing to do things when you are as.ked to do 
them. It is also a g·oo<i idea because you are lil<.ely to have 
mote. fun ~hd. be. able to do more things· during ail acti.Vity. 
By not cooperating, you are being selfish, you may be making 
people mad, artd you lllay no.t. have as much ftm. You fuight 
also make· your friends think that yoQ;. really don"' t li~e them. 
-·-· - .:: _, ...... -- --~-- ..;... ~ · - . - ... ; . _ . - . . 
I 
~ . 
I 
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Appendix L. Trainer • s Script 
Behavior: Inappl:'opria.te Physical Behavior 
POsitive: It is good to be nice to your friends and riot hit 
them~ pus~ them, or break things of .theirs because: 
I. You · should be nice. to your friends. 
Z. You want your friends. to like you. 
3. You would not want your friends to hurt you. 
4. You :will have fun with you -friends if you are nice to 
them• 
5. You are their· friend. 
Ne&ative: It is ·not 4 good idea to hit.- push, bite, or hurt 
your friends or break something of their.s because 
if ·yo.u .do .: 
1. Your friends may not like you. 
2. You .may have ve:ry few friends left. 
3. You won •t ha-ve fun with -your friends, because you will 
be fighting with them. 
4. Your friends a,re not going to think that you are being 
v•ry .nice. 
5. You are being mean .• 
~ · · 1 Gi "' .. n. · eJC. ample of playing with your £OSiti.ve exarop e: · . . ve me .... 
friends nicely. 
ra· Te· 11 me:, w.i. thout showing me, an example ~egative example: 
of ~ot playing nicely or being mean to 
your· friends. 
; , 
I 
I 
) 
I 
I I 
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Appendix L continl,le-d. 
Conciusion: 
Therefore, it is I\Ot a good idea to hit, push. bite, c>r take 
things away from your friends. because you want to be nice 
to your friend,s·. By being ·nice to your frien4s, you are 
showing them that you 1 ike them and that you want them to 
like yo\1. You are also showing your friends that you do riQt 
want to .huX"t them. By doing this 1 you will have more fun 
with yout friends. However, if you do hurt your friends or 
break so_mething that one of your friends has • you may 'have 
very .few friends le·ft~ and yqur friends may not like you.. 
You are also showing your fr;bmds that you are being ine·an t .o 
them. 
:Appendix M. Trainer • s Script 
Behavior: Sharin~ 
Positive: It is nice to ~bare with your frierld$ b~ c.;u.! !it..' 
can: 
l. Avoid arguments. 
2.. Show that person that you are h~r/his fri:cnd . 
3. Show fr.iends that you are no selfish . 
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4 .. Give everyone a chance to play with the same thing!; tha t 
you are playing with. 
5. Invite otbers to s:t"tare with you al)d oth(!rs wil l . like. y ou. 
Negative: It is not a goQd idea to not shar~ with oth~!r 
peo.ple be .. ctiuse; 
1 ~ You may make that p~rson mad. unhappy. o1:' ~ad~ 
2. You may make that pers.on. think that you are not her/ hi s 
friend. 
3. You are being selfish and others 'Won't l ike y ou . 
4. Others may not share with you. 
Positive example: G'ive me an example of sharing. 
Negative example: example of not sharir.g 
.. ·.:···\.... 
Give me an "" ... ... .. 
your friends. 
Conclusion : 
1 'k 1 to make r.1ore fr ie:;.cs. ::-.:;-r~c If y.ou share<,. you ar.e more 1 e . Y 
ma·ke your friend.s happyt be able be-tter £rierids:. 
.1 . h. h .a·nd .. : . . tha ..t ·you will a.lso peop e t at you can s. are 
t o s=:c · ... · 
.. ,.-
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'Appendix M continu,ed. 
sharing. It. is not a good idea not to share because others 
.may think that you are belng sel fish, you are T16t giving 
everyone an equal chance to pla:y with every.tliihg• arid you 
ma.y: ·make your friends: mad. 
: ·:~· . 
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Appendix N.. Trainer's Script 
Behavior: S\lpp.ortive 
pq~itive: It is nice to help your friends out when they ask 
you to or when you ~see that they are having trouc-
ble doing something, because: 
1. You ar~ showin~ them that you are their friend. 
2.. You are being nice to your friends. 
3. You are sb.owin;g them how to do something that they may 
not know how to do . 
4. You are helping them out, and maybe when you need help 
they will }:).elp you out in .the· same way . 
5. You are doing a ·f:riend a favor. 
6. Your friends will like you. 
Negative.: It is not yiice to not: help someone out when they 
need help because: 
1. You are no.t showing them friendship . 
. 2. :You are not .dq.ing them a f ·<lvor. 
3:. ·Maybe when you need help they may not be so willing to 
help you because you did n()t help them. 
4. Friends will think you a~e selfish. 
5. Your friends may thin~ yqu don ·• t like them. 
6. Your friends tnaY not like you. 
Positive e,tample: Give m~ an exampie of shartng with tour 
fr·iends. 
·~ :._~ .. . :. ·. 
I 
. ! 
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Appendix N continued. 
Negative example: Give me an example of not sharing 'With 
y()ur friends. 
Conclusion: 
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By showing pe6ple that you are \Villirig t ·o hel-v them <;>ut, you 
are Showing them friendship. You are also $howing them that· 
'ydtl really do ca-r;e about your· f .riends artd that you want them 
to .succeed at what they ar·e doing. You are also giving them 
something that they may g·ive ba,ck to you when yo't,;l are havi ng 
a problem--assisbtnce. By helping others, you are showing 
people that you are interested in them· and their problems . 
Helping c.an b-e fun. If yoU cho.o.se not to ·help your friends 
out when they are having p;-oblems, they tnay not do you a fa-: 
VQ:i::' whej:t you need hel p. This is not. a good idea because you 
may also make yo\n.· friend$ think that you don•t care about 
them or their problems. 
' ~ . 
l , 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
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AppendiX 0. Trainer's Script 
Behavior: .Inapp.topriate Vocalizations . 
Pos.itive: It is a good idea not to whine 
·' 
cry, yell, or 
scream at. someqne you like because: 
1. You want people to listen to you. 
2. You wan·t . people t·o like you. 
3. You will make more friends. 
4. You will sound pleasant when you talk. 
5. Your friends won't get made at you. 
Negative: It is a bad idea to yell, scream, whine, or cry 
at your friends· or someone you like because: 
1. That person may not listen to you. 
2. You want people to like you, and they may not if you do. 
3. Your friends· may nqt want to be around you. 
4. You l!7ill sound unpleasant to others while you: talk. 
5 . Your fri,ends might get mad at ·you. 
Positive . exampl~: Give me an example of saying something: 
nice to your friends. 
Negat.ive example : Give me an example. without saying an:y 
swear words, of saying som.ething that is 
not so nice .to your friends . 
Conclusion! 
Therefore, it is a goqd idea to talk nicely to your friends 
so they will like you, will listen to you, and will want to 
() 
I 
I 
r 
l 
I 
;... 
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Appendix · 0 co.ntinued. 
be a.round yo.u a lot. I£ you, y~ll, .SC):'~atn, or: cry at your 
fr.:iendsf they tnay not like: yP\1 as much. or they tna.y ge.t .mad 
.at you. 
I 
.. 
I 
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Appendix P. Trainer • s Scrip-t 
Behavior: Communication (talking nicely) 
Positive: lt is nice to talk about things nic.ely to. your· 
friends because: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
You .are being open and friendly. 
You are sharing your ideas and showing friendship. 
You are showing your friends that you like them. 
You are able to avoid problems by telling people· what 
you think or what you want or what you have do.ne o.r will 
do. 
5. You are making an effort to get to know people .. 
Negative: It is not good to ignore people or not talk to 
them because; 
1. You may be letting things go by without tell·ing people 
what you think or want. 
2. 5ad col]]IIJUnication sometimes start-s arguments and makes 
people like yo1.1r friends mad. 
3. You are not showing good .friendship. 
4 . You may not be showing your friend:s that you 1 ike them. 
5. You may hurt people • s feelings. 
Positive e~ample: Give me an example of talking nicely to 
your friends about things. 
Negative example: Give me an example of not talking to 
your friends. 
·r-
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Appendix P <;onti:nued .. 
Conclusion: 
It is important to t:aik open.iy and clearly so that peopl~ 
will know that you like themand that you want to share your 
ideas· with them. It is· a.lso nic.e to communicate with .people 
so that they will know exactly what you mean o:r what you 
want from them.. By ta1kirig to your friends; you may find 
that you will 1Jlake more friertds artci have more fun. It is 
not a good id,ea to ignore or not to, talk to yo:ur friends .• 
because they may think that you are being \J.n£tiendly, that 
you don't like thein, or that. you don "t mean Wha't you say .. 
I 
! 
i 
-~ 
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Appendix Q continued. 
5. Not paying attention to your friend. 
6. Not being nice to your fri.end. 
Positive example: Give me an example of complimenting some-
one .. 
Negative exa!j?le: Give me a:n, example of criticizing some-
one. 
Con.clusiori: 
.By telling someone tl\at YC>ll Tike ~hat s/he is dbl,.ng, yoti are 
letting that person k.no;w that you are her/his fJ;~iend and 
that you like her/him.. YoU, are also letting {ha1;. Person 
know that you care .abo.ut .her/hii:n and that you wa:tlt her/him 
to know that you think what s/ne .is doing is pretty goo<L 
By showing . a person this type of .friendship, you ar-e lettitlg 
her /him know that s/.he is important to you. If you show a 
friend that: yo~ like what s/he is doingt s/he may tell you 
that s/he likes what yol;l are doirtg. If you don ·tt. tell your 
friend that you like her/him or what s/he is doing, yo.u . may 
be. showing her/him that: you really do not care about her/him 
or do not like her/him <;>r that you don't wartt to ·pay atten• 
tion to her/him. Yqu are. also not being very nice eo your 
friend. 
j 
l 
t 
) 
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Appendix R. Trainer's Script 
Behavior: Receiving Praise (receiving compliments) 
Positive: By saying something nice to your friend after 
s/he tells you that s/he likes what you are doing 
or what you did; you are showing that person tha.t 
you: 
1. Appreciate or iike her/him to say nice things about your 
work. 
2. Are being polit·e .. 
3. Are showing that person that you like her/him and that 
you care about what s/he thinks about yot.J:r work. 
4.. Would like her/him to say more nice things about your. 
work in the future. 
Negative: By not saying anything nice to your friend when 
s/he cotnpliments you or your work. you are show'-
ing h.ey;/.him that maybe: 
1. You don't care about what s/he thinks about your work. 
2. It doesn't matter to you what ·s/he says to you about 
your work. 
3. You ar.e not paying attention to what s/he says or docs ... 
4. You are really not intere$ted in her/his say·ing any-
~h·ing nice about your work agaip.. 
· · · _G,; ·ve ·.me ·an examp . le of.· s.aying·. something Positive example: ... 
nice to someone who has complimented you. 
i 
i 
i 
r 
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Appendix R continued. 
Negative example: Give m~ ~n example o.f not saying some-
thing nice to someone who has compli-
mented you. 
Conclusion: 
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By saying how .l,llllch you appreciate or like what another per .. 
son has said about you or your work, you are show{ng friend-
ship. You are also sho.wing tha.t person that you like 
her/him and that you are interested in what s/he thinks 
about you or your work. By telling someone thank-you or 
telling he~1him that yo'l,l liked what s/he said about you:? you 
.(ire telling her/him i:ha.t you would. l:lke her/him to say more 
thiilgs abput your work in the future._ It -is also nice to 
tell your friend how much you like what s/he says. If you 
do not tell your -friend that you appreciate ~hat s/he says 
to you about your work or yourself,. you .may make her/him 
think that you do not :Care about her/him. ~bout what s/he 
says, or that you are not really p.aying atteri~i,.o.n to h~r /hi.m .. 
